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the
road
ahead
—Baghdad
Preface
Waking from the nightmare
of war, occupation and civil
unrest, Iraq has ambitious
plans for the renovation
and remodelling of its
cities and infrastructure.
The rebuiliding isn’t purely
a physical process
– a new mindset is
also being developed.
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01 Workers at Baghdad Airport Road
02 A bullet-ridden reminder of the conflict
03 The Sheraton and Palestine hotels
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at the height of Iraq’s civil war, it took a
strong constitution to brave the arrival
into Baghdad International airport.
once past the heart-plunging corkscrew
landing, the better to evade surface-toair missiles, you had to contend with the
11km highway into Baghdad. the route
had earned its moniker after countless
roadside bomb explosions and daylight
shootouts between religious militias as
“the most dangerous road in the world”.
Private security companies charged
$5,000 for a one-way ride. When he was
fortunate enough to get a passenger,
hashim ouda, a young taxi driver and
father of four, would say a quick prayer
and race his toyota sedan down the highway towards the smouldering capital
at 170km/h.
these days, the road to Baghdad
looks quite a bit smoother. the concrete
barriers separating once-warring neighbourhoods from traﬃc are painted bright
colours. at the few remaining checkpoints, ﬂowerbeds have been freshly
planted. thousands of palm trees are
now growing, restoring the once-lush
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A workman crafts steel bars
Construction site foreman Emad Najar
Soil arrives for a beautification project
Assan Alawi helps build new houses
in the Amil district of Baghdad
05 Estate agent Rafid Abud Jabar
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roadside that was bulldozed to keep
insurgents from taking cover. “this is
very good work,” says ouda, 35. “It
should be done. this road is the face of
the country.”
Baghdad is striving to remake itself in
2011, and not just physically. Last year
saw the lowest number of violent deaths
since the war began. By december the
US military is expected to ﬁnally withdraw, pulling its 48,000 remaining troops
from their sprawling bases and – it is
hoped – ending the spectre of foreign
occupation that has bedevilled both the
US and Iraqi governments since 2003.
after arduous negotiations that left Iraq
adrift for most of last year, Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki has embarked on a
second term with a government that
includes the main segments of Iraqi society: fellow Shia Muslims, Sunni arabs
and northern Kurds. the southern oil
ﬁelds, where major companies such as Bp
and exxonMobil are developing some of
the world’s most-promising crude deposits, are poised for the kind of growth
that could help ﬁnance Iraq’s colossal reconstruction needs. Commercial districts
are bustling again, and business owners
are daring to invest in renovations.
Many who knew Iraq in the bad old
days say that the trajectory is pointing
upward for the ﬁrst time in a generation.
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rich in reserves
If there’s one major reason
to be hopeful for the future
of Iraq, then it’s oil. Blessed
with the world’s third-largest
proven reserves, the country
is racing to expand its
production and export
capacity over the next
decade, in the hope of
joining its neighbours –
and rivals – Saudi Arabia
and Iran, as an OPEC
powerhouse.
While the two reigning
oil giants need not fear just
yet – Iraq’s pipelines are
old and corroded and its
port is a mess of inefficient
bureaucracy – a number
of ambitious deals appear
to be on the horizon.
A Singaporean firm is
building a $733m (€533m)
offshore terminal, which
could double Basra’s
exports by early 2012.
BP is at work pumping
new life into Rumaila,
a long-neglected field that
experts say could become
the world’s second-richest
within the decade.
Ninety per cent of Iraqi
government revenue
currently comes from oil, but
no one talks of a resource
curse: Iraq has been cursed
enough already.
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“It’s all vastly diﬀerent to what we have
been seeing through most of the period
since 2003, and even before 2003 – going
back to the early 1980s and the war with
Iran,” says ad Melkert, the UN special
envoy to Iraq. an aﬀable dutchman
whose prefab oﬃce deep inside
Baghdad’s heavily fortiﬁed Green Zone
is plastered with maps, Melkert ticks oﬀ
the reasons for optimism with the precision of a political scientist: “Nothing is
self-evident for the future,” he says, “but
that we are talking here about change
and, in quite a number of ways, progress
– that in my view is undeniable.”
It’s one thing to hold that view when
your oﬃce is guarded by a phalanx of
armoured military vehicles and coils of
razor wire. But the capital’s regular
neighbourhoods feel diﬀerent, too.

Commercial districts
are bustling again, and
business owners are daring
to invest in renovations
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By december this year the
US military is expected to
ﬁnally withdraw, ending the
spectre of foreign occupation
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on weekend nights, streams of hairgelled young men and middle-aged
couples ﬂow elbow-to-elbow through the
garishly lit shops and roasted chicken
stalls of Karrada, a middle-class section
of central Baghdad that was long in the
ﬁring line of rockets aimed by insurgents
at the Green Zone.
“It’s started to come back,” says Salah
Mehdi, 37, an electrical wholesaler who
recently returned to Baghdad with his
family after three years in oman. In 2007,
Mehdi’s father-in-law was kidnapped
from his home in dora, a ﬁerce sectarian
battleground in southern Baghdad.When
his body was found, tortured and dumped
in a nearby yard, the ﬁghting was so
intense it couldn’t be retrieved for 10 days.
In January, his wife ﬁnally put that
nightmare behind her and returned

01 Workers at the Mansoor
Media Hotel
02 Iraqi MP Maysoun
Damlouji outside the
Iraqiya List office
03 Repair work to the
Swords of Qadisiyah

to Iraq. What cemented the decision? on
a visit last year, their 10-year-old daughter
was walking with them through Karrada
and declared Baghdad nicer than Muscat.
“Iraq has improved day by day,” Mehdi
says. “there’s opportunity here now.”
this is true for a salesman of circuit
breakers and other electrical parts, since
the national power grid remains a shambles. Many Iraqis receive fewer than eight
hours of mains power a day. even in the
capital you can’t escape the drone of
private generators, powered by costly
diesel fuel and constantly breaking down.
that is not to say more adventurous
investors aren’t taking chances on Iraq.
the $2.5m (€1.8m) Lebanese Club, a
glittery restaurant-lounge overlooking the
tigris, opened last year and has brought
a little of Las Vegas to Baghdad. With its
plush red carpeting, faux-neon palm trees
and giant-screen tV playing arab music
videos, the clientele of government oﬃcials, ambassadors and oil executives can
almost imagine the view across the water
is of something more interesting than the
fortress-like walls of the US embassy.
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Kurdistan:
star attraction
There are few places in Iraq
where a famous French
retailer would feel
comfortable opening an
outlet, but Arbil, the capital
of the semi-autonomous
northern Kurdistan region,
isn’t exactly like the rest of
the country. The hypermarket
chain Carrefour is soon to
unveil its first Iraqi location
in Erbil under licence to
a Dubai-based company.
Stable, ruggedly
beautiful and largely selfgoverned, Kurdistan is a
commercial gateway to Iraq,
and a strategic crossroads.
Attractive investment laws
have fuelled over $3.6bn
(€2.6bn) in foreign investment
since August 2008.
Officials are to trim a
bloated public sector that
employs nearly one-quarter
of the region’s 4.5 million
residents. Kurdistan has
recently muted talk of
secession; in last autumn’s
negotiations over a new
government in Baghdad,
Kurdish politicians backed
the eventual prime minister,
Nouri al-Maliki, at just the
right moment and retained
the key posts of president
and foreign minister.
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The Abu Nawaz district on the Tigris
Stockbrokers at the Iraq Stock Exchange
A Zara shop in the Karada district
A waiter serves ice-cream
Walid Sultani, Saif Samir and Hassenin
Asad at their men’s clothing shop
06 Mohammed Ali works on his store
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Not everyone, however, has the same
idea of progress. In recent months, some
Baghdad residents have begun to feel
a growing Islamic conservatism creeping
across the capital. It began in december,
around the start of the Shia holy month
of Muharram, with a mysterious crackdown on social clubs and shops selling alcohol. then came vague directives from
education oﬃcials against teaching music
and drama at Baghdad’s venerable ﬁne
arts college. the source of the instructions was never clear but many suspected
conservative Islamists within Maliki’s
dawa party, which dominate the Baghdad city council.
“there is this fear [within some
sections of the government] that liberalism is taking over the Iraqi streets,” says
Maysoun al-damlouji, a secular lawmaker who hails from an aristocratic
Iraqi family. “I think we are going to face
a big struggle because the Iraqi public is
not happy with these kinds of measures.
Iraqis are Muslims, I mean the vast
majority of them, but they do not like to
have religion imposed on them.”
damlouji was nominated for a
cabinet position but was rejected by
Maliki because, some said, she is seen as
too secular. her small but well-appointed
apartment in the Green Zone features
pieces by the late Iraqi painter Ismael
Fattah and a little dog called Mishmish.
during Muharram, though, damlouji
bowed to ritual and wore dark clothes to
mark the martyrdom of Imam hussein, a
grandson of the Prophet Muhammed, one
of the most revered ﬁgures in Shia Islam.
“I know, this is the way society is heading
at the moment,” she says.
the cabinet that Maliki unveiled in
december of last year included only one
woman. a fact which seemed a remarkable step backwards considering that for
decades Iraq led the Middle east in
promoting women’s rights, beginning in
1959 with the appointment of the ﬁrst
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female minister in the arab world.
artist Qasim Sabti thunders against
the capital’s new conservatism, epitomised by the growing number of women
he sees covering themselves in headscarves and the full-length Islamic cloak
known as the abaya.
“Baghdad used to wake up and have
breakfast to the songs of Fairuz [the
iconic Lebanese singer],” says Sabti, who
looks like a lion with his silver mane and
intense gaze. “Iraqi women used to go
out in the mornings in their modern
clothes and ﬁll our lives with beauty and
gaiety. Now you go out in Baghdad and
you will see barbarism.”
Yet even Sabti acknowledges that the
discussions taking place in the garden
behind his gallery – one of the quietest,
leaﬁest spaces in a chaotic city – are far
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First steps:
Signs of progress
01
Food delivery
A restaurant called Saj al
Reef has started to deliver
pizzas, sandwiches and
Middle Eastern favourites to
selected neighbourhoods in
Baghdad for a charge of
about $5. It’s thought to be
the first delivery place in the
capital in years.
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Five-star hotel
Rotana has opened Iraq’s
first new five-star hotel
since the Saddam era in
Erbil in northern Kurdistan.
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diﬀerent from those of a year or two ago.
Security is no longer the overriding
concern, and fellow artists and intellectuals can gather there until late in the
evenings now to share songs and stories
(and alcohol, when they can ﬁnd it).
there is a little-discussed fear about
Iraq’s security improvements: that the
US occupation froze in place a society
even more divided by sect than it was
under Saddam hussein. In forming his
cabinet, Maliki was careful to include
members of each group, and the tussle
over ministerial positions came down to
ensuring that one sect or the other wasn’t
seen as over-represented. Some worry
about the emergence of a Lebanon-type
state, although Shias form a clear majority in Iraq and their political predominance ﬁgures is expected to last for years
to come.
“Sectarianism didn’t come from
nowhere,” says Mehdi, the wholesaler.
In the 1990s, he says, Saddam’s Sunnidominated dictatorship prevented him
attending medical school because he was
a Shia. “that was how it was before. So
I think it will continue like this for at least
another 10 years, until we have a government that does something about it.”
along the airport highway, the neighbourhood of amil, several blocks of squat
buildings fringed by palm trees tilting in
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a hazy breeze, has remained divided by
sect. one side of the main road is predominantly Shia, the other mainly Sunni.
raﬁd abboud Jabar, an estate agent, says
families trying to leave areas where they
are outnumbered get terrible prices
because buyers view them as desperate.
“People lose all their savings this way,”
says Jabar, whose narrow, dusty oﬃce on
the main road is lined with generic
photos of Muslim holy sites, but nothing
that betrays his Shia aﬃliation.
Still, says Jabar, a smile creeping
through his thick salt-and-pepper beard,
few Baghdadis want to look back. he
remembers one day in 2005, when a man
on a motorcycle rode past his oﬃce
window toward the airport road, stopped
near the intersection, cocked a rocketpropelled grenade and ﬁred it in the
direction of a rival neighbourhood.those
ﬁghters have vanished, with Iraqi police
checkpoints keeping a lid on the
violence. the new order in Baghdad, he
says, is to mind your business and try to
rebuild the economy.
“Sunnis are going to Sunni
neighbourhoods and Shias are going to
Shia neighbourhoods, and that is the
fact,” Jabar says, with a shrug. “People
don’t look for trouble. the security
forces here have to make a lot more
improvements. But we can focus now on
other things.” — (M)
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06 A jewellery store with its gold on display
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Sculpture
The renowned Iraqi artist
Mohammad Ghani is
working on four new
sculptures to be displayed
throughout Baghdad.
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Reality TV
“Salaam Shabab” (Peace
Youth) is Iraq’s first reality
game show, funded by the
US Institute of Peace,
which begins airing this
year. It features teenagers
from around the country
competing in a variety
of challenges.
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Central Bank
Zaha Hadid is designing a
new headquarters for the
Iraq Central Bank.
07
Sport
Basra Sports City, a $500m
project being built in Iraq’s
second-largest city, will
host the Gulf Cup football
tournament in 2013.
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Museum
The Iraqi High Tribunal is
opening a museum with
evidence of Saddam
Hussein’s war crimes in
Baghdad in 2011.
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